Small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) and Cajal bodyspecific RNAs (scaRNAs) are named for their subcellular localization within nucleoli and Cajal bodies (conserved subnuclear organelles present in the nucleoplasm), respectively. They have been found to play important roles in rRNA, tRNA, snRNAs, and even mRNA modification and processing. All snoRNAs fall in two categories, box C/D snoRNAs and box H/ACA snoRNAs, according to their distinct sequence and secondary structure features. Box C/D snoRNAs and box H/ACA snoRNAs mainly function in guiding 2 0 -O-ribose methylation and pseudouridilation, respectively. ScaRNAs possess both box C/D snoRNA and box H/ACA snoRNA sequence motif features, but guide snRNA modifications that are transcribed by RNA polymerase II. Here we present a Web-based sno/scaRNA database, called sno/ scaRNAbase, to facilitate the sno/scaRNA research in terms of providing a more comprehensive knowledge base. Covering 1979 records derived from 85 organisms for the first time, sno/scaRNAbase is not only dedicated to filling gaps between existing organism-specific sno/scaRNA databases that are focused on different sno/scaRNA aspects, but also provides sno/scaRNA scientists with an opportunity to adopt a unified nomenclature for sno/scaRNAs. Derived from a systematic literature curation and annotation effort, the sno/scaRNAbase provides an easy-to-use gateway to important sno/scaRNA features such as sequence motifs, possible functions, homologues, secondary structures, genomics organization, sno/scaRNA gene's chromosome location, and more. Approximate searches, in addition to accurate and straightforward searches, make the database search more flexible. A BLAST search engine is implemented to enable blast of query sequences against all sno/scaRNAbase sequences. Thus our sno/scaRNAbase serves as a more uniform and friendly platform for sno/scaRNA research. The database is free available at http://gene.fudan.sh.cn/ snoRNAbase.nsf.
INTRODUCTION
Small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) and small Cajal bodyspecific RNAs (scaRNAs) have been found to play vital roles in rRNA, tRNA, snRNA and even mRNA biogenesis. Since the 1990s, a vast collection of snoRNAs in eukaryotic cell have been found to be involved in rRNA methylation and pseudouridilation (1) (2) (3) . Later in 2000, snoRNA homologues in archaea have been reported to function in tRNA modification (4) . In humans, brain-specific snoRNAs are responsible for guiding modification of mRNAs (5) . In 2001, a new type of modification guiding small RNAs, Cajal body-specific RNAs, was discovered and they guide the modification of snRNAs (6) . Besides the functions in modification of different RNAs, a small number of snoRNAs, such as snoRNAs U3, U8, U14, E1, E2 and E3, are involved in the cleavage of pre-rRNAs (7, 8) .
Based on distinct sequence motifs and subcellular locations, sno/scaRNAs fall into three major groups: box C/D snoRNA, box H/ACA snoRNAs and scaRNAs (6, (9) (10) (11) . Box C/D snoRNAs share two short sequence motifs, box C (AUGAUGA) at the 5 0 ends and box D (CUGA) at the 3 0 ends, respectively. Two imperfect copies of these boxes, namely box C 0 and box D 0 , have also been found in some box C/D snoRNAs. Immediately upstream of box D and/or D 0 is a 10-21 nt antisense element complementary to targeted RNAs (10, (12) (13) (14) . Both the AUGAUGA and CUGA box motifs and the antisense element play essential roles in RNA methylation or processing (9) . Each methylation site exclusively pairs with the fifth nucleotide upstream of box D or box D 0 in the complementary region between a box C/D snoRNA and targeted RNA (15, 16 snoRNAs contain two conserved sequence motifs: a box H (ANANNA, where N stands for any nucleotide) and a box ACA (ACANNN), and two stem-loops near molecule 5 0 and 3 0 end, respectively. In the internal loop of the one or two stems is an appropriate bipartite guide sequence of 4-10 nt that forms a short snoRNA-rRNA duplex flanking the target site (10, 17, 18) . The pseudouridylation site also obeys a spacing rule and it always appears at 14-16 nt upstream of box H or ACA within the bipartite guide sequence of a box H/ACA snoRNA (17, 19) . Different from the location of box C/D and box H/ACA snoRNAs in the nucleoli, scaRNAs accumulate within the Cajal bodies (conserved subnuclear organelles that are present in the nucleoplasm) (20) . Moreover, a scaRNA molecule, such as U92, ACA47, ACA11, U109 and ACA57, can possess both box C/D and box H/ACA sequence motifs (e.g. U85), guiding both the methylation and pseudouridylation of snRNAs (6) .
Sno/scaRNAs show high diversities in sequences, genomic organizations and processing pathways in varied organisms (8, 12, (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) . A central and comprehensive knowledge base of sno/scaRNAs will undoubtedly speed up the current discovery process of sno/scaRNAs and deepen our understanding of their roles. Current databases exist of sno/scaRNAs (26) (27) (28) , but their focuses on only one or two organisms featuring different sno/scaRNA characteristics made it very inconvenient in exploring sno/scaRNAs features/functions from the comparative genomics point of view. In this paper, we describe a more comprehensive, uniform, and curated sno/scaRNA database, sno/scaRNAbase. It contains 1979 sno/scaRNAs derived from 85 organisms and characterized in terms of sequence motifs, homologues, secondary structures, genomics organization, function that is experimentally verified or predicted, sno/scaRNA gene's chromosome location, and more. With its unified data form and a use-caseoriented user interface, sno/scaRNAbase allows users to browse and compare major features of known sno/scaRNAs from different organisms. It also provides the scientific community a platform to find a unified nomenclature for sno/ scaRNAs that currently does not follow a general logic.
DATABASE CONTENT
Sno/scaRNAbase is a publicly available database of sno/ scaRNAs obtained from 85 organisms that at least one sno/ scaRNA has been reported. It has been developed using Lotus Domino Designer 6.0. One thousand nine hundred and seventy-nine sno/scaRNAs have been collected from various sources (literatures, GenBank searches, research group contacts, etc.). More than half of the data are not listed in the currently existing snoRNA databases. All data were further curated by trained biologists to ensure annotation quality. A sortable and searchable bibliography database of 1074 sno/scaRNA references (almost all sno/scaRNA reference publications) was extensively used during this curation Figure 1 . The schematic illustration of the sno/scaRNAbase. process, and now becomes one part of the sno/scaRNAbase (Figure 1) .
For each sno/scaRNA, we strive to extract as much sno/scaRNA information as possible from the sources mentioned above. Besides the regular sequence information (the sequence, the GenBank accession no., alias names, references, etc), the following important sno/scaRNA features have also been taken into account in the database design: (i) conserved sequence motifs and antisense elements of sno/scaRNA families, (ii) methylation or pseudouridylation sites that a sno/scaRNA guides, (iii) sno/scaRNA gene's chromosome location, (iv) genomic organization, (v) function that is experimentally verified or predicted (vi) other highly similar sequences in sno/scaRNAbase, and (vii) predicted secondary structure.
DATABASE OUTLINE
The sno/scaRNAbase browse/search page A comprehensive interface was designed to explore and search different types of sno/scaRNAs (Figures 1 and 2 ). Each record is linked to a detailed sno/scaRNA feature page (see blow the sno/scaRNA record page). We provide the following sorting pages. are specific for three types of sno/scaRNAs. These browsing pages provide general information, such as sno/scaRNA name, references, GenBank entry, sequence length and the organism that a sno/scaRNA was isolated from. Detailed information, including possible functions, sequence motifs, and organization, is available by clicking the link associated with a sno/scaRNA name. (iii) The Search, Home, and Help buttons link to search form, home page, and help page on this interface, respectively. The search page, as described below, uses either accurate or approximate searches to enable more flexible database search. This search helps identify inconsistency in the current nomenclature.
The sno/scaRNAbase search engine Sno/scaRNAbase search is straightforward. A full-text search is capable of searching any fields of all sno/scaRNAbase records with user-defined keywords. For example, a fulltext search of 'ctga' will return sno/scaRNAs with the 'ctga' in box D or D 0 fields. It is necessary since different sno/scaRNAs demonstrate different features and these features sometimes are documented differently in references, thus it is unpractical to provide a specific search on all records fields through a uniform search form.
To enable the database search flexible, and to better track those sno/scaRNAs that are inconsistently documented in original publications, we provide three options for getting search results. One is using approximate searches that either consider a keyword as a root word and retrieve all sno/ scaRNAs containing any words derived from this root, or take into account all words with spelling similar to the keyword and return any sno/scaRNAs containing these words. The former search, which is called a 'word variants search', is necessary because of the presence of multiple copies of sno/scaRNAs and the inconsistency of sno/scaRNA records. In this way, when searching a snoRNA name, different copies of the snoRNA usually distinguished by adding a suffix to the end of a snoRNA will be returned. For example, entering 'U14' in the sno/scaRNA name field will return U14.1, U14.2, U14.3, and U14.4, etc. The latter search, which is defined as a 'fuzzy search', searches words that are spelled similar to a keyword. For instance, a full-text search of 'tgatga' in Arabidopsis thaliana with options of using word variants and showing 100 as the maximum number records to return returns 87 hits. While there are 98 hits if fuzzy search option is selected. Those 98 hits include snoRNAs with keyword 'tgatga', 'tgacga' (e.g. snoR4-2), 'tgatgg' (e.g. snoR101), and 'cgatga' (e.g. snoR27), etc. This is especially useful when searching sno/scaRNAs with a certain sequence motif. The other two options for controlling search results are: Max Number of documents to return and Show results in order of relevance, newest first (listing the latest record added in the sno/scaRNAbase first), or oldest first (listing the oldest record added in the sno/scaRNAbase first).
The search result page returns not only a list of sno/scaRNAs that are further linked to detailed sno/scaRNA record pages, but also the search string that was used, which is useful for users to refine searches.
The sno/scaRNA record page An example of a sno/scaRNA record page is shown in Figure 3 . Unless a record is not available, almost all sno/ scaRNAs have the following information: sno/scaRNA name, other name, class, nucleotide sequence, sequence length, GenBank accession number, Pubmed references, the organism that a sno/scaRNA was isolated from, possible homologues, and predicted secondary structure. The secondary structures were calculated by RNAfold (29) , which has been proved remarkably effective in predicting RNA structures (30) . Regarding the possible homologues, they are determined by Blastn. Those hits with high similarity (currently E-value < 2eÀ0.5 and bit score >40 are used as thresholds), to a certain degree, indicate they were possibly derived from a common ancestor. To better understand their relationships, those highly similar sno/scaRNAs, together with the organisms they were isolated from, are summarized in order of descending similarity. In this way, users can analyze different copies of a sno/scaRNA in one organism and its homologues in other organisms. The record page is also linked to GenBank sequence records, Pubmed references, and the GenBank taxonomy site.
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Sno/scaRNAbase is a periodically updated database dedicated to understanding sno/scaRNAs. More updated records, as well as more useful links (e.g. GeneCards and Genelinx), will be added to make the sno/scaRNAbase a more comprehensive knowledge base. In addition, we will merge duplicated entries reported from different sources, and plan to add experimentally verified sno/scaRNA secondary structure data. Further, we hope this database helps our explorations of sno/scaRNA functions and facilitates the genetic characterization of novel sno/scaRNAs, especially from the evolutionary point of view.
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